
  

 

        

 

 

 

Vendor Information    

XBundle Ltd 

 

Info@xbundle.co.uk  +44 (0)207 871 3125  

160 Fleet Street, EC4A 2DQ 
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XBundle is a litigation support company created by legal professionals. We excel at 
building electronic bundles, electronic trial presentation and fully supporting in-person, 
hybrid and remote hearings with tech and same-day or real-time transcription. We are a 
legal service business that is here to help you through every step of the litigation process, 
from the first data collection to the judgment. XBundle is the only organisation that can 
provide a genuine end-to-end service under one roof.  
 
XBundle was originally created by Robert Onslow, an IP/IT barrister at 8 New Square 
Chambers, who became increasingly frustrated with the growing size of paper bundles. He 
developed an innovative electronic bundles and trial presentation software. Sadly, Robert 
passed away in 2016, but his vision for XBundle lives on.  
 
Today, XBundle continues to develop and implement advanced practical solutions for 
leading law firms, corporations and government organisations. The philosophy behind 
XBundle remains the same: “If it not as good as paper, then you are right to reject it.” 
 
XBundle is owned and operated by legal professionals, with an average of over 30 years’ 
experience of working and delivering in the legal and technology sector. XBundle thrives in 
enabling legal teams and corporate organisations to ensure that they have an effective 
platform and the highest level of support when they need it. We work when the litigation 
teams work. We understand the pressure our clients face when dealing with a tight 
deadline. We are always here to support our clients. 
 
XBundle offers eDisclosure as SaaS or a full managed service. XBundle has a team of 
eDisclosure experts that can assist you with every aspect of your case. From technology 
selection, to setting up and managing technology assisted reviews, designing workflows, 
chronologies, data collection, data processing and data hosting; we have the skills, 
experience and technical know-how to ensure you collect and process the relevant data 
you need. 
 
More than a technology company, XBundle consist of a team of highly trained legal 
experts with more than 30 years of experience in managing a huge variety of different 
cases, clients and challenges. XBundle is proud to adopt a tailored approach to every 
case. Whether this is driven by information security requirements, software functionality, or 
workflow management, XBundle has the capability to adapt to each and every situation.  
Regardless of the challenge, it is our teams’ commitment, knowledge and expertise to our 
clients that delivers outstanding results time after time.  
 

"We were extremely impressed with XBundle who delivered our demanding 
objectives on time, at short notice and at proportionate cost. Mark and the team are 
affable, knowledgeable and driven. We would not hesitate to instruct XBundle 
again." Jon Scally, Senior Associate, Hill Dickinson LLP 
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Software Information 

 

XBundle::Create - Key features and benefits  
 
XBundle::Create is a unique software explicitly designed to give legal teams the ability to create 

their own court-ready electronic document bundles.  

 

Unlike other platforms, XBundle::Create has been built out of our original in-house utilities and is 

now offered for client use. Clients gain the unique advantage of an effective platform coupled with 

the highest level of support when needed.  

 

XBundle::Create (a SaaS platform) has two key modules: The create layer and the presentation 

layer. 

 

The ‘Create’ Layer . 

 

The Create Layer is hyper focused on the creation of smart electronic bundles and has several key 

features 

• Drag and drop - Build bundles quickly and efficiently with simple drag-and-drop technology. 
• Export to PDF - Trial-ready bundles can be exported to PDF or viewed within the platform in 

real-time. 
• Dynamic Cross Referencing - Dynamic cross-referencing that automatically updates when 

you add new documents to a bundle, meaning you only need to create cross-references 
once. 

• Page Ranging - Automatic page ranging, including automatic suffixing of insert pack 
documents. 

• Effortless page assembling - instant indexes, hyperlinks, and bookmarks. 
• Intuitive Hosting Platform - View and present all your ‘active’ matters within the one 

platform. 
 
 
Expert Presentation Functionality 
 
❖ Side by side viewing - View two full A4 pages side-by-side or switch to one page mode. 
❖ Annotation options - Annotations can be made before and during the trial and will be saved 

for an individual user or user group, with custom permissions. 
❖ Collaborate - Work seamlessly with the case team, counsel, and stakeholders. 
❖ Powerful search - Powerful search options including full keyword search within documents 

or annotations. 
❖ Work as a team - Collaboration tools that make it easy to share notes and work as a case 

team. 
❖ Version control - We make it easy to make last-minute changes and ensure all documents 

are the latest versions. 
 

https://xbundle.co.uk/platform/


  

 

        

 

 

 
 
 
 
Compliant, Accurate and Secure  
 
XBundle is committed to the security of client data and applies the best-in-class security 
applications to ensure we provide robust data security controls. XBundle utilises Amazon AWS and 
Auth0 as part of our secure platform. We secure your data and allow you to manage user access 
and allocation. We are committed to protecting your data and privacy. 
XBundle is an ISO:27001-certified organisation. 
 

Owned By- XBundle Ltd 

Used by- In-house silver law firms and number of XBundle clients.  
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